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Looking for something to read?  See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful.  We will be adding to the list over time.   
 

[Posted: August 6, 2019—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are mixed this morning.  The 

EuroStoxx 50 is up 0.7% from the last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 closed down 

0.5%.  Chinese markets were lower, with the Shanghai composite down 1.6% and the Shenzhen 

index down 1.8% from the prior close.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a higher open. 

With 400 companies having reported, the S&P 500 Q2 earnings stand at $42.14, higher than the 

$40.70 forecast for the quarter.  The forecast reflects a 2.7% decrease from Q2 2018 earnings.  

Thus far this quarter, 73.8% of the companies reported earnings above forecast, while 18.5% 

reported earnings below forecast. 

 

Good morning! Risk assets are getting a bounce this morning.  Trade conflict with China remains 

front and center. Here are the details: 

 

Currency manipulator:  The Treasury has officially designated China a “currency 

manipulator.”  This designation isn’t as big a deal in reality as it appears.  First, China barely fits 

the guidelines for this designation.  The designation requires a current account surplus in excess 

of 2%; China is just above that level. 
 

 

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Bill O’Grady, Thomas Wash, and 

Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA 

http://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/reading-list/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-currency-weakening-escalates-trade-war-11565027431?shareToken=st33359273261a4cd7b9f1a87b6cdc0d50
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm751
https://www.ft.com/content/9d24c1ca-b7cd-11e9-96bd-8e884d3ea203
https://www.ft.com/content/9d24c1ca-b7cd-11e9-96bd-8e884d3ea203
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-currency-weakening-escalates-trade-war-11565027431?shareToken=std006fcacb4dd4837ab1edd02a42d3fc1
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As this chart shows, China’s current account surplus relative to GDP is just above 2%.  In reality, 

China was an egregious violator from 2005 to 2009 but has become less so since.  Second, a 

nation in violation has to be actively intervening in the currency market; China has, but to 

prevent the CNY from depreciating.  So, yes, China is intervening but in a way to weaken its 

competitiveness, not raise it.  The third factor is the trade deficit with the U.S.   In this area, 

China is a clear problem. 
 

 
 

So, what happens now?  The Treasury will ask the IMF to investigate China’s trade and currency 

practices to establish the degree of manipulation.  Then, in a year, if the allegation of 

manipulation is verified, then the U.S. and China will enter negotiations to remedy the problem.  

If the talks fail, sanctions will be imposed.   

 

To put a fine point on this action, nothing will likely come of it.  First, the manipulation China is 

engaging in is actually weakening China’s ability to export.  The IMF isn’t likely to find in 

America’s favor.  Second, given all the sanctions and tariffs already in place, it’s hard to see how 

China can be changed by additional tariffs.   

 

So, why the fuss?  Of course, yesterday, the PBOC simply allowed the CNY to fall in the natural 

direction it would tend to move with the threat of sanctions.  However, this morning, the PBOC 

did come in and signal support for the CNY, raising hope that a full-blown currency war can be 

averted.  The PBOC’s action has lifted risk assets this morning, easing fears that China would 

simply allow its currency to fall precipitously.  However, this narrative probably isn’t accurate.  

China isn’t lifting the CNY to help the U.S.  Instead, it is doing so for its own interests.  First, 

Chinese non-banks (generally Chinese non-financial companies) have huge dollar-denominated 

debt outstanding.  Currently at $501 bn, this debt represents 13.5% of total emerging market 

dollar-denominated debt.  If the CNY depreciates, it raises the debt service cost for dollar-

borrowers.  Second, a weaker CNY in the past has triggered capital flight.  Although China has 

https://www.cnbc.com/2016/12/29/what-it-means-if-trump-names-china-a-currency-manipulator.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stocks-fall-sharply-as-u-s-china-spat-over-yuan-escalates-trade-war-11565057744?shareToken=st576c4f0fba7541bb8510f248d62c2cbc
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stocks-fall-sharply-as-u-s-china-spat-over-yuan-escalates-trade-war-11565057744?shareToken=st576c4f0fba7541bb8510f248d62c2cbc
https://stats.bis.org/statx/srs/table/e2?m=USD
https://stats.bis.org/statx/srs/table/e2?m=USD
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extensive capital controls, they are not completely effective, and a falling currency tends to 

encourage wealthy Chinese to find ways to evade them. 

 

Devaluation has other ill effects.  Other nations that compete with China won’t allow a weaker 

CNY to undermine their exports; if China were to take definitive action to depress the CNY, it 

would likely cause a global dollar appreciation.  In addition, currency depreciation is counter-

productive to China’s long term economic restructuring.  The net effect of a weaker currency is 

to depress household consumption.  That’s because it raises import prices and reduces the real 

income of households.  A weaker CNY benefits the bloated investment sector at the expense of 

households.   

 

So, if all this is true, why the designation?  The optics suggest a narrative of action and often in 

politics the illusion of action is beneficial.  The Trump administration is targeting China, in part, 

because of the huge trade deficit with the U.S.  But, there is a bigger issue; the White House is 

slowly discovering that when you provide the reserve currency to the world, the rest of the world 

has an incentive to acquire your currency through trade.  Tariffs tend to be ineffective in this 

environment, in part, because nations can depreciate their currencies to offset the tariff.  What 

the president really wants, we think, is a return to fixed exchange rates.  Once fixed, the U.S. can 

force the cost of adjustment to foreigners via trade impediments.  But, the only way to achieve 

fixed exchange rates is to either (a) deploy capital controls, or (b) remove the Fed’s 

independence and make maintenance of the exchange rate the sole policy goal.  We are betting 

on (b), despite protests.   

 

Where does this end?  We don’t see either leader caving.  Although China’s position is inferior 

(in a trade war, the surplus nation is always in a worse position—a good historical example is the 

Great Depression, which severely affected the U.S., the China of its day), the real question is 

which society can endure the most pain?  President Trump faces voters in November 2020.  An 

economy in recession a year prior has been a consistent indicator that an incumbent will lose.  In 

a full-blown trade war, easy monetary policy might not be enough to prevent a downturn.  But, 

our view is that President Trump doesn’t believe tariffs are bad for the U.S. economy and thus 

has no fear of a trade conflict.  On the other hand, although President Xi faces pressure as well, 

he is president for life.  In the short run, Xi can likely inflict more pain on his citizens than 

President Trump.  In the long run, that may not be the case.  If the U.S. thwarts China’s rise, the 

unrest could topple the CPC.  For financial markets, the risks are rising. 

 

China-Hong Kong:  After Hong Kong was paralyzed yesterday by more anti-Chinese political 

demonstrations and its first general strike in 50 years, the Chinese government’s Hong Kong and 

Macau Affairs Office today issued a new, thinly veiled threat of intervention.  A spokesman for 

the office warned the protestors not to “misread the current situation [or] mistake restraint for 

weakness.”  When asked if the People’s Liberation Army of mainland police might be sent into 

Hong Kong, the spokesman merely said the government wouldn’t allow anything to threaten the 

country’s political system.  The spokesman also reiterated China’s recent line that the United 

States has secretly been instigating the unrest in the city. 

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/america-needs-an-independent-fed-11565045308?shareToken=st9e37718087194f2082cccc09e2d43afe
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/paramount-and-paranoid-chinas-xi-faces-a-crisis-of-confidence/2019/08/02/39f77f2a-aa30-11e9-8733-48c87235f396_story.html
https://www.ft.com/content/21bb1596-b838-11e9-8a88-aa6628ac896c
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-vows-to-punish-hong-kong-protesters-who-break-the-law-11565076634?mod=hp_lead_pos4
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Persian Gulf:  The U.K. has decided to join the U.S. program to protect shipping in the Persian 

Gulf.  Given that the U.K. wants to leave the EU and will need to cleave to the U.S. in the future, 

this action makes sense.   

 

A no-confidence vote:  Labour leader Corbyn has threatened a no-confidence vote to prevent a 

no-deal Brexit.  The problem for Corbyn is that it isn’t clear if Labour would win an election 

because the key issue is Brexit and the Labour Party is divided on this topic.  Instead, we might 

see a broad Remain coalition of Liberal-Democrats, Scottish nationalists, the Greens and 

independent MPs from Labour and the Conservatives.   

 

Japan:  As yesterday’s U.S.-China trade tensions prompted safe-haven buying and drove the yen 

higher, Japanese officials from the Finance Ministry, Financial Services Agency and Bank of 

Japan held an emergency meeting to decide how to respond.  Afterward, Vice Finance Minister 

for International Affairs Yoshiki Takeuchi said that if the currency moves start to hurt the 

economy or financial markets, then the government would take action, but only within the limits 

of its G7 and G20 commitments.  All the same, the government may also try to intervene secretly 

by directing its pension fund to buy more foreign assets. 

 

Japan-South Korea:  As tensions continue to rise over Seoul’s demand that Japan provide 

reparations for its treatment of South Korea before and during World War II, today Japanese 

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe accused Seoul of violating the two countries’ 1965 compensation 

agreement.  In a more dangerous move, the South Korean military is reportedly considering 

military drills this month on a set of islands in the Sea of Japan that are claimed by both 

countries. 

 

Australia:  The Reserve Bank of Australia today held its benchmark short-term interest rate at a 

record low of 1.0%, as expected.  The decision to hold rates steady came after two straight rate 

cuts, but the policymakers signaled further rate cuts may be needed to counter slower economic 

growth around the world, a weaker domestic housing market and subdued inflation. 

 

Russia:  Following the U.S. withdrawal from the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty last 

week and the Trump Administration’s plan to deploy new short- and intermediate-rate missiles 

to Asia, Russian President Putin has vowed to match whatever new missiles the United States 

develops.  Putin also ordered increased spying on the United States in order to track its 

development of any new missiles.  Separately, the Chinese Foreign Ministry’s arms control 

department warned that China would take “countermeasures” against any U.S. deployment of 

new, ground-based, short- or intermediate-range missiles in the Asia-Pacific region. 

 

North Korea:  The North Korean military has tested short-range missiles again for the fourth 

time in less than two weeks, as leader Kim Jong Un registers his displeasure over upcoming 

U.S.-South Korean military exercises and seeks to pressure the United States for concessions on 

its nuclear program. 

 

Venezuela:  The United States announced a nearly total economic embargo on Venezuela 

yesterday, intensifying its effort to drive President Nicolás Maduro from office.  President 

Trump signed an executive order to freeze all the Venezuelan government’s assets under U.S. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/05/world/middleeast/britain-iran-strait-of-hormuz.html?te=1&nl=morning-briefing&emc=edit_MBE_p_20190806&section=whatElse?campaign_id=51&instance_id=11435&segment_id=15905&user_id=cf9e3e54fec2ede829d24b038d8ab9e3&regi_id=5677267ion=whatElse
https://www.politico.eu/article/maritime-coalition-persian-gulf-united-kingdom/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=7793ec85c1-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_08_06_04_37&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-7793ec85c1-190334489
https://www.wsj.com/articles/britain-u-s-to-protect-shipping-through-strait-of-hormuz-from-iranian-threats-11565026612?shareToken=st610f151df9044838a46099e735ab372c
https://news.yahoo.com/corbyn-signals-ll-force-confidence-150851584.html
https://www.ft.com/content/00e75fb4-b793-11e9-8a88-aa6628ac896c?emailId=5d48f479384a3a00042a5ca0&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/189544ee-b76d-11e9-8a88-aa6628ac896c
https://www.ft.com/content/189544ee-b76d-11e9-8a88-aa6628ac896c
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/08/06/national/abe-urges-seoul-uphold-1965-agreement-wartime-compensation/#.XUl4_-hKiUk
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/08/05/national/politics-diplomacy/south-korea-may-begin-defense-drills-disputed-sea-japan-islands-month/#.XUl6X-hKiUk
https://www.ft.com/content/f582c58e-b803-11e9-8a88-aa6628ac896c
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-says-russia-will-spy-on-u-s-to-match-missile-development-11565024746
https://www.wsj.com/articles/putin-says-russia-will-spy-on-u-s-to-match-missile-development-11565024746
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3021612/china-will-not-stand-idly-if-us-proceeds-asian-missile-plans?utm_medium=email&utm_source=mailchimp&utm_campaign=enlz-scmp_international&utm_content=20190806&MCUID=b11497b3c2&MCCampaignID=b00d7995f3&MCAccountID=3775521f5f542047246d9c827&tc=15
https://www.wsj.com/articles/north-korea-launches-fourth-weapons-test-in-13-days-11565050436?mod=hp_lista_pos3
https://www.ft.com/content/eaec1558-b7ef-11e9-96bd-8e884d3ea203
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jurisdiction, prohibit any entity worldwide from transacting with it, and sanction any foreigners 

who provide support to it. 

 

Negative interest rates:  UBS (UBS, $10.89) announced it will begin applying negative interest 

rates to large accounts.  With the entire yield curves of Germany and Switzerland in negative 

territory, banks have been effectively subsidizing depositors by merely holding their cash at a 

zero rate.  Banks have been avoiding applying overtly negative rates to depositors, in part fearing 

disintermediation of cash.  Given the size of UBS, Switzerland’s largest wealth manager, it is 

likely other banks will follow suit.  We will be watching closely to see if this trend spreads and 

the reaction of investors.   

 

U.S. Economic Releases 

 

There were no economic releases prior to the publication of this report.  The table below shows 

the economic releases and Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day. 

 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

10:00 JOLTS Job Openings m/m jun 7326 7323 ***

Speaker or event

12:00 James Bullard Speaks on U.S. Economy in Washington President of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

Fed speakers or events

Economic Releases

District or position

 
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation.  
 

https://www.ft.com/content/40623434-b540-11e9-bec9-fdcab53d6959
https://www.ft.com/content/40623434-b540-11e9-bec9-fdcab53d6959
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Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Japan Household Spending m/m jun 2.7% 4.0% 1.1% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Labor Cash Earnings m/m jun 0.4% -0.2% -0.6% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Real Cash Earnings m/m jun -0.5% -1.0% -1.5% ** Equity and bond neutral

Leading Index CI m/m jun 93.3 94.9 93.5 ** Equity and bond neutral

Coincident Index m/m jun 100.4 103.4 100.4 ** Equity and bond neutral

Australia ANZ Job Advertisements m/m jul 0.8% 0.6% * Equity and bond neutral

Trade Balance m/m jun A$8.036 bn A$5.745 bn A$6.000 bn ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

New Zealand Unemployment Rate q/q 2q 3.9% 4.2% 4.3% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Employment Change q/q 2q 0.8% -0.2% 0.3% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

EUROPE

Germany Factory orders m/m jun 2.5% -2.2% 0.5% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Markit Germany Construction m/m jul 49.5 50.0 ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Markit France Composite m/m jul 51.9 51.7 51.7 ** Equity and bond neutral

Russia Light Vehicle Car Sales m/m jul -2.4% -3.3% -3.6% ** Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Mexico Vehicle Production m/m jul 292641 337253 ** Equity and bond neutral

Vehicle Exports m/m jul 270904 320470 ** Equity and bond neutral

Gross Fixed Investment m/m may -7.4% -5.7% -8.0% *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Vehicle Domestic Sales m/m jul 105699 106398 * Equity and bond neutral  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 

 
Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 224 229 -5 Down

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 197 195 2 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 27 33 -6 Neutral

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 194 194 0 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 1.74 1.71 0.03 down

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -38 -38 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 15 16 -1 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar flat Neutral

euro flat Up

yen down Up

pound up Neutral

franc down Neutral  
 

Commodity Markets 

 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
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Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $59.84 $59.81 0.05%

WTI $54.85 $54.69 0.29%  

Natural Gas $2.11 $2.07 2.13%  

Crack Spread $18.95 $19.06 -0.61%

12-mo strip crack $16.54 $16.56 -0.14%

Ethanol rack $1.64 $1.64 -0.05%

Gold $1,464.24 $1,463.70 0.04%

Silver $16.37 $16.40 -0.13%

Copper contract $255.65 $254.40 0.49%

Corn contract 412.00$       414.75$       -0.66%

Wheat contract 491.00$       494.50$       -0.71%

Soybeans contract 870.00$       868.75$       0.14%

Baltic Dry Freight 1774 1788 -14

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) -3.0

Gasoline (mb) -1.5

Distillates (mb) -0.4

Refinery run rates (%) 0.50%

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts show warmer temperatures for most of the country, with cooler 

temperatures in the northern region and across the Midwest.  The forecast calls for precipitation 

over most of the country other than the coasts.  There is no cyclone activity expected over the 

next 48 hours.
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Asset Allocation Weekly 
Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using “top down,” 

or macro, analysis.  We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this section every Friday.  
 

August 2, 2019 
 

As wages and other costs rise and pricing power appears constrained, there are reasonable 

worries about the path of corporate earnings.  We use purely top-down analysis to forecast 

earnings.  Essentially, we forecast the percentage of total S&P company earnings relative to 

GDP.  We use the nominal GDP forecast from the Philadelphia FRB’s Survey of Economists 

along with our earnings as a percentage of GDP forecast to arrive at our estimate; we do note that 

this estimate is for total earnings for all members of the S&P 500 and not the per share estimate. 
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Sources:  Haver Analytics, Philadelphia Fed, CIM  
 

We are currently expecting S&P earnings to equal around 6% of GDP.   
 

There are a large number of components in the model but the most statistically significant are net 

exports as a percentage of GDP, credit spreads, the dollar and oil prices.  The components 

suggest that margins will likely contract if the U.S. does move to reduce the trade deficit.  A 

weaker dollar will help lift margins, and higher oil prices will tend to lift margins as well.  

Narrow credit spreads tend to support margins.   
 

The process of getting to earnings per share is tied to the divisor of the index.  And, that has been 

steadily falling, which is lifting earnings per share. 
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The divisor adjusts the index by accounting for mergers, the exchange of new companies into the 

index, and share issuance and buybacks.  The persistence of share buybacks is clearly reducing 

the divisor which acts to boost earnings per share. 
 

Adjusting for all these factors, our current forecast for earnings this year is $157.20, which is 

down from $160.93 at the beginning of the year.  We do use Standard and Poor’s earnings data, 

which tends to be less than the more widely reported data from Thomson-Reuters; we use the 

former because we have a much longer history of that data.  The current difference is significant.  

Thomson-Reuters data is about 11% higher than what is reported by Standard and Poor’s.   
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Our conversion model suggests a Thomson-Reuters earnings number of $168.92, which is well 

above the current consensus of $165.21.  Given that we are working off a 3.8% nominal GDP 

growth rate (and so, 2% inflation would lead to a 1.8% GDP growth number), which seems 

achievable, the financial markets are probably too pessimistic on earnings for the rest of the year.  

If we are wrong, it’s probably due to margin contraction.  Although there are worries about 

future policy causing margins to fall, the policy effect probably occurs next year, not in 2019.      
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Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes only 

and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  The investment or strategy discussed ma y not be 

suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and financial 

circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 

 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 8/5/2019 close) 
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(Source: Bloomberg) 

 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  

 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 8/5/2019 close) 

 

0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0%

Commodities

Cash

Emerging Markets (local currency)

Emerging Markets ($)

US High Yield

US Government Bond

Foreign Developed ($)

Small Cap

Foreign Developed (local currency)

Mid Cap

US Corporate Bond
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Real Estate
YTD Asset Class Total Return

Source: Bloomberg

 
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E as of 7/31/2019 = 19.1x

 
 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 19.1x, down 0.1x from last week.   

 

 
 

 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based 
upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward looking statements expressed are subject to  

change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 
 

                                                
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes two actual quarters (Q4 and Q1) and two estimates (Q2 and Q3). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


